Vanilla Amateur Series Rules



Main Lines
1. Vanilla Amateur Series it's a W3:TFT tournament who will work on many
qualifications to get a final with cashprize.
2. Every players from every country can participate, no restriction.
3. Any changes in the rules will be communicate on w3arena.net,
facebook.com/vanillaesports, twitter.com/vanillaesports & reddit.com/r/WC3.
4. Payment for cashprize will work on Skrill.com.
5. The rules must be read by everyone.



Structure of the tournament and how it work
1. 8 qualifications will be played with 128 places in each qualification.
2. 2 players from each qualification will going in the Final Tree (A total of 16 players).
3. Dates and times for qualifications/Final will be communicate on w3arena.net,
facebook.com/vanillaesports, twitter.com/vanillaesports & reddit.com/r/WC3.
4. Each part of tournament (qualifications and final) will be made on Challonge.com.
5. All the tournament will be played on w3arenat.net (Bnet games don't will be
accepted.)
6. Every players need to register in qualifications with his w3arena account (every
detail)
7. The channel for all steps of this tournament is: Vanilla Amateur Series
8. All qualifications matchs will be played in BO1.
9. The Final Tree's matchs will be played in BO3 and the Final Tree's final match will be
played in BO5.
10. The first map from every round will be defined and the looser from the first map
choose the second (for Final Tree) and the loosers can't veto.
11. Map pool:
- Ancient Isles
- Terenas Stand
- Echo Isles
- Melting Valley
- Amazonia
- Twisted Meadows
- Turtle Rock



Structure of matchs and how it work
1. Each players is able to play every race, no restriction. And can change his race in the
BO3.
2. Each match need to be start maximum 30 minutes after the time who is originally
expected. (Exemple: Q1 begin at 15 CEST then you need to start your first match
before 15.30 CEST or your opponent can take a defwin.)

3. If match isn't started 30 minutes after the time who is originally expected then the
player who is present can take defwin at once. How? Send message to admin with
your ID + match or report from yourself on bracket page.
4. Every players need to be able to host their own games or to have an own host who
can do it for you, but we can't provide host for each game.
5. Replays for every matches need to be uploaded by the winner on bracket page.
6. Results need to be reported by the winner on bracket page.
7. Limit time for disconnects is 5 minutes:
- One player disconnect before 5 minutes, the game need to be restarted.
- One player disconnect after 5 minutes, you need to contact admin and to
provide the replay. The admin will take a decision.



Violations and penalties
1. If replays is forgotten then you can get a disqualification.
2. If you have a ticket for the Final Tree then you can't play other qualifications, if this
rule isn't respected then you will lose your ticket for the Final Tree.
3. Cheat isn't tolerated, no matter what kind it is.
4. In the case of insults, disrespect, abuse of profanity against any member of
organization team then the player will be at once disqualified.

We are all here to take pleasure and to enjoy this game, then have a good
luck and have fun guys and may the best win!

